Sprinkle With Murder Cupcake Bakery Mystery
Book
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience just about lesson,
amusement, as with ease as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a book
sprinkle with murder cupcake bakery mystery book as well as it is not directly
done, you could allow even more on this life, as regards the world.
We find the money for you this proper as capably as simple exaggeration to get
those all. We meet the expense of sprinkle with murder cupcake bakery mystery
book and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in any
way. in the midst of them is this sprinkle with murder cupcake bakery mystery
book that can be your partner.

Strawberried Alive Jenn McKinlay 2022-05-03 The crew from the Fairy Tale
Cupcakes shop risks getting burned when they set out to find a murderer who is
terrorizing their town Life is smooth as buttercream at the Fairy Tale Cupcakes
bakery, and newlyweds Mel and Joe are stopping to smell the flours. But things
start to crumble one night when an unknown gunman takes a shot at Mel. Though
the bullets miss their mark, the cupcake crew goes on high alert to figure out
who would want to kill a small-town baker, and why. When more business owners
are attacked, things turn fatal, and locals begin to wonder if the killer could
be one of their own. Every shop owner in town starts to fear it’s only a matter
of time before they too become victims of the mystery murderer. Despite the
cupcake crew's superb baking skills, it will be anything but a piece of cake to
catch the killer, as they try to prevent anyone else from being berried.
One Book in the Grave Kate Carlisle 2012-02-07 There may be grave consequences
for bookbinder Brooklyn Wainwright as she attempts to solve two murders tied to
one book in this novel in the New York Times bestselling Bibliophile Mystery
series. Brooklyn’s chance to restore a rare first edition of Beauty and the
Beast seems a fairy tale come true—until she realizes the book belonged to an
old friend of hers. Ten years ago, Max Adams, a brawny renowned papermaker,
fell in love with a stunning beauty, Emily, and gave her the copy of Beauty and
the Beast as a symbol of their love. Soon afterward, he died in a car crash,
and Brooklyn has always suspected his possessive ex-girlfriend and her jealous
beau. Now she decides to find out who sold the book and return it to its
rightful owner—Emily. She believes a rare book dealer can assist her, but when
she arrives at his shop, she finds him murdered. Is it possible that the same
couple who may have killed Max are now after his edition of Beauty and the
Beast? With the help of her handsome boyfriend, Derek Stone, Brooklyn must
unravel the murder plot—before she ends up in a plot herself....
Murder Under Cover Kate Carlisle 2011-05-03 A rare book inspires a crime of
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passion in the fourth novel in the New York Times bestselling Bibliophile
Mystery series. When she receives an exquisite copy of the Kama Sutra from her
best friend, Robin, to appraise and restore, bookbinder Brooklyn Wainwright
anticipates recreating a beautiful book and spicing up her love life. But
before Brooklyn can get started, Robin winds up in big trouble: her apartment’s
been ransacked, and the great guy she recently met lies murdered in her bed.
Now Robin is the #1 suspect. Luckily Brooklyn’s boyfriend, British security
expert Derek Stone, has moved to San Francisco and is ready to help. And not a
moment too soon as Brooklyn’s own apartment is found thoroughly searched.
Obviously, exploring the Kama Sutra’s bliss will have to wait until after
Brooklyn finds the killer...
For Batter Or Worse Jenn McKinlay 2021-10-13 The Fairy Tale Cupcake crew must
discover the truth behind a death sprinkled with suspicion before Mel and Joe
can say I do", in the thirteenth Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times
bestselling author Jenn McKinlay. Life is sweet and business is booming at the
Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery--and the fact that Mel and Joe are getting married
is the icing on the cake. Their reception will be held at the swanky resort
where Oz works as the pastry chef. The wedding planning is all fun-fetti and
games until Mel and Joe meet the head chef at the resort who has been making
Oz's life miserable. When the eccentric chef insults Mel's bakery, Oz gets into
a blowout argument with the culinary prima donna. Things turn extra sour when
the chef is murdered, and Oz is the police's main suspect. As the countdown to
the wedding day begins, Mel, Joe, and the rest of the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew
must sift through clues to catch the real killer and clear Oz's name before
their wedding plans are totally battered and baked.
Christmas Cupcake Murder Joanne Fluke 2021-09 "A Hannah Swensen holiday mystery
with recipes"--Jacket.
A Plain Death Amanda Flower 2012 Young Chloe Humphrey is a fish-out-of-water as
the computer whiz living in Ohio's Amish Country, but she's stretched even
further when a local accident turns to murder, and she's in a position to solve
the case. Simultaneous.
Wedding Cake Murder Joanne Fluke 2016 Hannah is marrying Ross Barton, her
college crush, but not before she can solve the murder case of nasty celebrity
chef Alain Duquesne found stabbed to death in the Lake Eden Inn's walk-in
cooler.
Another One Bites the Crust Ellie Alexander 2018-01-02 Torte—the beloved smalltown bakeshop run by Jules Capshaw—is set to hit the stage. But who would have
guessed that murder would makes a surprise appearance? It’s the role of a
lifetime for Jules. The Shakespeare Festival has returned to Ashland, Oregon,
for the season and Torte has been cast as the supplier of Elizabethan-era
treats for the main event. But on the eve of opening night, a brawl between
Jules’s friend Lance, the artistic director, and a strapping young thespian
named Anthony almost brings down the house. . .and the next morning, Anthony is
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dead. Jules knows that Lance loves his drama—and his just desserts—but she also
knows that murder is way off-script for him. Now it’s up to Jules to cut
through a bevy of backstage betrayals and catty co-stars who all have their own
secrets—before the curtain drops on someone else. . . The Bakeshop mysteries
are: “Delectable.”—Portland Book Review “Delicious.”—RT Book Reviews
“Marvelous.” —Fresh Fiction
On What Grounds Cleo Coyle 2003 Clare Cosi, the manager of The Village Blend,
finds a murder mystery percolating in her very own store when the assistant
manager is found dead in the back and the police believe it to be an open-andshut case of robbery, but certain clues lead Clare to believe otherwise.
Original.
The Silence of the Library Miranda James 2014 When the arrival of
novelist Electra Barnes Cartwright, the creator of a beloved girl
series, results in murder, librarian Charlie Harris and his Maine
Diesel must expose a mystery-buff-turned-killer. Original. 65,000
printing.

famous
detective
Coon cat
first

Book, Line, and Sinker Jenn McKinlay 2012-12-04 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
LIBRARY LOVER'S MYSTERY FROM THE AUTHOR OF DUE OR DIE “Avast” in pirate speak
means what?* Answering tricky reference questions like this one provides plenty
of excitement for library director Lindsey Norris. But when a shocking murder
is committed in her cozy coastal town of Briar Creek, Connecticut, the question
of who did it must be answered before an innocent man gets the book thrown at
him... Lindsey is enjoying her second year in Briar Creek as the library
director, meeting with the crafternoon club, and happily dating tour boat
captain Mike Sullivan. But when a salvage company arrives in town to dig up
treasure buried on Pirate Island over three hundred years ago, the locals are
torn between protecting the island and welcoming the publicity. In spite of the
squabbling, Charlie Peyton, Lindsey’s downstairs neighbor, takes a job with the
salvage company. But when Trudi Hargrave, the local tourism director who hired
the company, is found murdered at the excavation site, Charlie becomes the
chief suspect. To help him, Lindsey must do some digging of her own before the
real killer buries the truth for good… *stop
Sugar and Iced Jenn McKinlay 2014-04-01 Sugar and spice and murderous vice.
That’s what pageants are made of… Normally Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
wouldn’t be caught dead at a beauty pageant, but when Mel’s mom asks them to
provide cupcakes for the seventy-fifth annual Sweet Tiara contest as a favor
for her best friend, they can’t say no. Plus, between cooking up a daily
display for the three-day event and sponsoring a cupcake creation challenge for
the participants, Fairy Tale Cupcakes will get great publicity. But the world
of pageants is even hotter than Mel’s kitchen. A high-strung judge and a pushy
stage mom target Lupe, a young friend of Mel and Angie’s, at the competition
and aim to take her out—by any means necessary. When the same judge shows up
dead underneath Mel and Angie’s cupcake display, Lupe is crowned the lead
suspect. Now Mel and Angie will have to find the real killer quickly or Lupe
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may be strutting the catwalk in prison pinstripes…
St. Patrick's Day Murder Leslie Meier 2009-03-03 New York Times-bestselling
author: “Charming…Warm and homespun characters, plenty of seaside ambience and
a fast-moving plot.”—Publishers Weekly Not many people in Tinker’s Cove, Maine,
knew Old Dan Malone. The grizzled barkeep’s social circle was limited to the
rough-hewn lobstermen and other assorted toughs that frequented his bar. But
when his body is found bobbing in the town’s icy harbor, Lucy Stone makes
getting to know more about Old Dan a priority. A local musician insists Old Dan
conned a winning lottery ticket worth five grand from him. A handyman claims
that Old Dan stiffed him for repair work he’d done at the bar. The confusion
surrounding the death is only compounded by the arrival of Dylan Malone, Old
Dan’s brother and a prominent, if fading, star of the Dublin stage. Dylan has
come to direct the production of Finian’s Rainbow, the featured event at Our
Lady of Hope’s St. Patrick’s Day extravaganza. Was Old Dan killed by someone
he’d cheated or someone he’d loved? Lucy can’t be sure, but one thing is
abundantly clear: The stage is set for a murder mystery with a killer ending…
“Leslie Meier writes with sparkle and warmth.”—Chicago Sun Times
Sprinkle with Murder Jenn McKinlay 2010-03-02 Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
are finally living out their dream as the proud owners of the Fairy Tale
Cupcakes bakery. But their first big client is a nightmare. She's a bridezilla
who wants 500 custom cupcakes for her wedding. When Mel stumbles upon the
bride-to-be dead-by-cupcake, she becomes the prime suspect. To save themselves
and their business, the ladies need to find the real murderer, before the
cupcake killer ices someone else.
The Official High Times Cannabis Cookbook Elise McDonough 2012-03-21 Presents
recipes that feature cannabis as an ingredient, along with an introduction that
covers topics such as the difference between hemp and cannabis, the plant's
potency when eaten, different strains, and its fat content.
Brownies and Broomsticks Bailey Cates 2012-05-01 Katie Lightfoot's tired of
loafing around as the assistant manager of an Ohio bakery. So when her aunt
Lucy and uncle Ben open a bakery in Savannah's quaint downtown district and ask
Katie to join them, she enthusiastically agrees. While working at the Honeybee
Bakery—named after Lucy's cat—Katie notices that her aunt is adding mysterious
herbs to her recipes. Turns out these herbal enhancements aren't just
tasty—Aunt Lucy is a witch and her recipes are actually spells! When a
curmudgeonly customer is murdered outside the Honeybee Bakery, Uncle Ben
becomes the prime suspect. With the help of handsome journalist Steve Dawes,
charming firefighter Declan McCarthy, and a few spells, Katie and Aunt Lucy
stir up some toil and trouble to clear Ben's name and find the real killer.
The Cereal Murders Diane Mott Davidson 2010-01-13 Thanks to her recent
adventures in Dying for Chocolate, Goldy Bear, the premier caterer of Aspen
Meadow, Colorado, is no stranger to violence--or sudden death. But when she
agrees to cater the first College Advisory Dinner for Seniors and Parents at
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the exclusive Elk Park Preparatory School, the last thing she expects to find
at the end of the evening is the battered body of the school valedictorian. Who
could have killed Keith Andrews, and why? Goldy's hungry for some answers--and
not just because she found the corpse. Her young son, Arch, a student at Elk
Park Prep, has become a target for some not-so-funny pranks, while her
eighteen-year-old live-in helper, Julian, has become a prime suspect in the
Andrews boy's murder. As her investigation intensifies, Goldy's anxiety level
rises faster than homemade doughnuts. . .as she turns up evidence that suggests
that Keith knew more than enough to blow the lid off some very unscholarly
secrets. And then, as her search rattles one skeleton too many, Goldy learns a
crucial fact: a little knowledge about a killer can be a deadly thing.
Death by the Dozen Jenn McKinlay 2011-10-04 Melanie and Angie are determined to
win the Challenge to the Chef to promote their Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery.
Mel's mentor from culinary school, Vic Mazzotta, may be one of the judges, but
Mel and Angie will have to win fair and square. But, when Vic's dead body is
found inside a freezer truck, Mel and Angie will need to use their best
judgment to find the cold-blooded killer or they may lose more than the
contest- they may lose their lives.
Sprinkle with Murder Jenn McKinlay 2010 Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura, the
proud owners of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery, race against time to save their
business and catch a killer who used their cupcakes to kill a famous fashion
designer.
Proof of Murder Lauren Elliott 2020-04-28 Bookshop owner Addie Greyborne must
solve a locked-room murder in a supposedly haunted mansion to recover a
priceless Sherlock Holmes original . . . The seaside New England town of
Greyborne Harbor is home to many grand estates, including the Queen Anne
Victorian Addie inherited from her great aunt. Now one of those mansions is
holding an estate sale, which is just what the bookshop owner needs to
replenish her supply of rare editions—even if the house is rumored to be
haunted. Assisting an overwhelmed insurance appraiser with the inventory, Addie
discovers an 1887 magazine containing Arthur Conan Doyle's first Sherlock
Holmes novel, A Study in Scarlet, which she estimates to be worth over one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. But when Addie later finds the appraiser
dead in the estate's private library, with the door bolted from the inside, and
the priceless edition missing, it's a mystery worthy of the Great Detective
himself. She's certain the death and the robbery are connected—but who, other
than a ghost who can walk through walls, could have gotten in to do the deed?
It's up to Addie to find the key to the crime—before she's the next one
cornered by a killer . . . Visit us at www.kensingtonbooks.com
Dying for Chocolate Diane Mott Davidson 1993 Fleeing an abusive ex, caterer
Goldy Bear moves herself, her son, and her business out to the ritzy Aspen
Meadow Country Club area, where she witnesses the bizarre death of Philip
Miller, a handsome local shrink.
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Spirits and Sourdough Bailey Cates 2022-01-04 Baker Katie Lightfoot needs a
sprinkle of magic to solve a haunting mystery in the newest book in this New
York Times bestselling series. Hedgewitch Katie Lightfoot works at the Honeybee
Bakery in Savannah, and she's always up for investigating her adopted home's
rich supernatural history. That's why she's taking a ghost tour for the very
first time. But when the psychic tour guide tells Katie that she's being
followed by the ghost of a recently murdered woman, Katie realizes she met the
victim earlier that day, just before she died. She knows she must bring the
killer to justice. And this murder isn't the only mystery Katie needs to solve.
Her new husband, Declan McCarthy, is missing the guardian spirit who always
watched over him, and she's concerned that Deck's life could be at risk if they
can't find him. Under pressure from the living and the dead, Katie will have to
use all of her magical skills to start an investigation from scratch and avoid
half-baked alibis, because this baker kneads to find a killer.
Sprinkle with Murder Jenn McKinlay 2010 Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura, The
proud owners of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery, have received an order for 500
cupcakes for afashion designer's wedding. When Mel stumbles upon the bride-tobe, dead by cupcake, she becomes the prime suspect.
Shot in the Dark Cleo Coyle 2018-04-17 From Cleo Coyle, the New York Times
bestselling author of Dead Cold Brew, comes a delicious new entry in the "fun
and gripping" (The Huffington Post) Coffeehouse Mystery series. A smartphone
dating game turns the Village Blend into a hookup hotspot--until a gunshot
turns the landmark coffeehouse into a crime scene. As Village Blend manager
Clare Cosi fixes a date for her wedding, her ex-husband is making dates through
smartphone swipes. Clare has mixed feelings about these match-ups happening in
her coffeehouse. Even her octogenarian employer is selecting suitors by
screenshot! But business is booming, and Clare works hard to keep the espresso
shots flowing. Then one night, another kind of shot leaves a dead body for her
to find. The corpse is an entrepreneur who used dating apps with reckless
abandon--breaking hearts along the way. The NYPD quickly arrests one of the
heartbreaker's recent conquests. But the suspect's sister tearfully swears her
sibling was framed. Clare not only finds reason to believe it, she fears the
real killer will strike again. Now Clare is "swiping" through suspects in her
own shop--with the help of her globetrotting ex-husband, a man who's spent his
life hunting for coffee and women. Together they're determined to find justice
before another shot rings out.
Mother's Day Murder Leslie Meier 2009-04-01 Reporter Lucy Stone, of Tinker's
Cove, Maine, uncovers some icky revelations about Bart Hume, a philandering
cardiac surgeon, as she investigates a shooting murder connected to a
suspicious accident fatality and the disappearance of a teen youth counselor.
Along the way, Lucy and Sara, Lucy's high school freshman daughter, are caught
in a deadly game of cat and mouse with the killer.
Pumpkin Spice Peril Jenn McKinlay 2020-04-28 In the twelfth Cupcake Bakery
Mystery from New York Times bestselling author Jenn McKinlay, the Fairy Tale
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Cupcake crew follows the clever crumb trail of a killer who's anything but
cookie-cutter. Life is all sugar and spice for the Fairy Tale Cupcake bakers-Melanie Cooper is engaged to the delectable Joe DeLaura, Angie Harper and her
husband Tate are savoring married life, and the bakery is bustling with happy
customers. Until one of their most valued cupcake connoisseurs ends up dead.
Local glass artist and cupcake lover Rene Fischer-Klein has always suffered
from a wide variety of health issues. In an effort to cheer her up, her doting
husband, Peter, brings her a four-pack of her favorite cupcakes every week. But
when the police discover that Rene has been poisoned, there's no sugarcoating
the fact that the last things she ate were the bakery's signature pumpkin spice
cupcakes! With their lives and bakery at stake, it's up to Mel and Angie to
find out who poisoned their artist friend and why, before their future is
frosted for good.
Books Can Be Deceiving Jenn McKinlay 2011-07-05 From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Cupcake Bakery Mysteries comes the start of a series
about a library where the mysteries refuse to stay in the fiction section...
Lindsey is getting into her groove as the director of the Briar Creek Public
Library when a New York editor visits town, creating quite a buzz. Lindsey’s
friend Beth wants to sell the editor her children’s book, but Beth’s boyfriend,
a famous author, gets in the way. When they go to confront him, he’s found
murdered—and Beth is the prime suspect. Lindsey has to act fast—before they
throw the book at the wrong person.
Read It and Weep Jenn McKinlay 2013-11-05 William Shakespeare is credited with
inventing how many words?* Answering Shakespeare trivia comes with the job
description for library director Lindsey Norris. But when the Briar Creek
Community Theater mounts their newest production of the Bard, she has no
intention of leaving the stacks for the stage. Unfortunately a villain is
waiting in the wings… Former Broadway actress Violet La Rue is holding
auditions for A Midsummer Night’s Dream—and everyone from the sour spinster
librarian Ms. Cole to Lindsey’s youthful library pages are trying out for
parts. Brought in to play the mischievous Puck is the flirtatious professional
actor Robbie Vine, who seems to have eyes for Lindsey. Before her blush has
faded, the Bard’s dream turns into a nightmare—when one of the cast is
poisoned. Now Lindsey and her crafternooners must take center stage to unmask
the culprit before the final curtain call… *Over 17,000
Death in the Stacks Jenn McKinlay 2017-11-14 In the latest Library Lover’s
Mystery from the New York Times bestselling author of Better Late Than Never,
the library’s big fund-raiser leaves director Lindsey Norris booked for
trouble.... Lindsey Norris and her staff are gearing up for the Briar Creek
Library’s annual Dinner in the Stacks fund-raiser. The night of dinner and
dancing is not only a booklover’s dream—it’s the library’s biggest moneymaker
of the year. But instead of raising funds, the new library board president is
busy raising a stink and making the staff miserable. Although Olive Boyle acts
like a storybook villain, Lindsey is determined to work with her and make the
event a success. But when Olive publicly threatens the library’s newest hire,
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Paula, Lindsey cracks like an old book spine and throws Olive out of the
library. The night of the fund-raiser, Lindsey dreads another altercation with
Olive—but instead finds Paula crouched over Olive’s dead body. Paula may have
secrets, but Lindsey and the rest of the crafternooners know she’s not the one
who took Olive out of circulation. As the plot thickens, Lindsey must catch the
real killer before the book closes on Paula’s future....
Red Velvet Revenge Jenn McKinlay 2012 To boost business, Fairy Tale Cupcakes
owners Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura decide to sell cupcakes at the annual
Juniper Pass rodeo, but their attempt to save their business turns into a fight
for survival when a murderer with a sweet tooth strikes. Original. 45,000 first
printing.
Vanilla Beaned Jenn McKinlay 2016 "Includes scrumptious recipes" -- page [4] of
cover.
Sugar and Iced Jenn McKinlay 2014 When the high-strung judge who tried to
eliminate Lupe, a friend of Melanie and Angie, from the Sweet Tiara beauty
pageant turns up dead, Mel and Angie investigate in order to clear Lupe's name.
Buried to the Brim Jenn McKinlay 2020-01-28 New York Times bestselling author
Jenn McKinlay's beloved Hat Shop duo Scarlett Parker and Vivian Tremont return
to don their sleuthing caps and solve a murder that's death in show. London's
most refined canines and their humans are gearing up for the Pets and Wellness
Society's annual dog show--and Betty Wentworth, favorite aunt to Scarlett's
fiancé Harrison and proud owner of corgi front-runner Freddy, knows that this
could be their year with the right edge. Never one to turn away a corgi in
need, Scarlett convinces her milliner cousin, Vivian, to design matching hats
for dream team Betty and Freddy as they compete for Best in Show. It's a tail
wagging good time until the dog-food sponsor of the event is found dead and
Betty is the prime suspect. Vivian and Scarlett agree to enter the competition
in Betty's place and help Harrison catch the real killer before Betty is
collared for a crime she didn't commit.
Holiday Buzz Cleo Coyle 2012-12-04 The New York Times bestselling Coffehouse
Mystery includes holiday and cookie recipes! Holiday time is party time in New
York City, but after a sparkling winter bash ends with a murder, Village Blend
coffeehouse manager Clare Cosi vows to put the killer on ice. At the Great New
York Cookie Swap, pastry chefs bake up their very best for charity. Clare is in
charge of the beverage service, and her famous Fa-la-la-la Lattes make the
gathering even merrier. But her high spirits come crashing down to earth, when
she discovers the battered body of a hard-working baker’s assistant. Police
suspect a serial attacker whose escalating crimes have become known as “The
Christmas Stalkings.” Clare’s boyfriend, NYPD detective Mike Quinn, finds
reason to believe even more sinister forces are involved. Clare isn’t so
sure—and when she finds a second bludgeoned baker, she becomes a target. Now
Clare is spending the holiday season pouring over clues, and she’s not going to
rest until justice is served.
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Going, Going, Ganache Jenn McKinlay 2013-04-02 A new Cupcake Bakery Mystery
from New York Times bestselling author Jenn McKinlay is icing on the cupcake!
After a cupcake-flinging fiasco at a photo shoot for a local magazine, Melanie
Cooper and Angie DeLaura agree to make amends by hosting a weeklong corporate
boot camp at Fairy Tale Cupcakes. The idea is the brainchild of billionaire Ian
Hannigan, new owner of SWS (Southwest Style), a lifestyle magazine that
chronicles the lives of Scottsdale’s rich and famous. He’s assigned his staff
to a team-building week of making cupcakes for charity. It’s clear that the
staff would rather be doing just about anything other than frosting baked
goods. But when the magazine’s creative director is found murdered outside the
bakery, Mel and Angie have a new team-building exercise—find the killer before
their business goes AWOL. INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES
Caramel Crush Jenn McKinlay 2017-04-04 When a breakup via cupcake threatens to
crumble their friend's life for good, Mel and Angie race to solve the murder as
this New York Times bestselling series continues... Love is in the air at Fairy
Tale Cupcakes as Angie prepares for her wedding, but co-owner, Mel, is
preparing for a breakup. Her old friend, Diane Earnest, is dumping her fiancé
after discovering he’s only marrying her for her money. She wants Mel to
personally deliver a batch of caramel breakup cupcakes to the louse and give
her a play-by-play of his reaction. When Mel finally tracks the man down, the
look on his face isn’t the reaction she was expecting: he’s dead. After the
police arrive and see the incriminating cupcakes, Diane becomes their prime
suspect. If she hopes to taste freedom again, Mel and Angie must make sure the
real killer gets their just desserts... INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES
Buttercream Bump Off Jenn McKinlay 2011-01-04 Melanie Cooper and Angie
DeLaura's Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery is gearing up for Valentine's Day.
Unfortunately someone has iced Baxter Malloy on his first date with Mel's
mother. Now Mom's a suspect, and Mel and Angie need to find time around
frosting to dig into the man's shady past and discover who served him his just
desserts.
Dying for Devil's Food Jenn McKinlay 2019 "Melanie Cooper has zero interest in
catering her fifteen-year high school reunion, but Angie insists it's only
right that they bask in the success of Fairy Tale Cupcakes. Everything is going
better than expected until Cassidy Havers, resident mean girl and Mel's high
school nemesis, picks a fight. No longer willing to put up with Cassidy's
bullying, Mel is ready to tell the former homecoming queen to shut her piehole
and call it a night. But as Mel and Joe prepare to depart, Cassidy is found
dead in the girl's bathroom, next to a note written in lipstick that points
right to Mel."-It's Raining Cupcakes Lisa Schroeder 2010-03-09 Twelve-year-old Isabel is dying
to get out of her small town of Willow, Oregon, and travel like her best
friend, Sophie. But when Isabel’s mother decides to open up a cupcake shop
across town, Isabel is once again stuck in Willow for the summer…until she
learns of a baking contest where the finalists get an all-expenses paid trip to
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New York City to compete in the final bake-off. But Sophie is also entering the
contest, and Isabel’s mother has reservations. Can Isabel finally realize her
dreams of leaving Willow without hurting two of the most important people in
her life?
Fiction Can Be Murder Becky Clark 2018-04-08 Life Becomes Stranger than Fiction
when Charlee's Latest Novel Inspires a Real Murder Mystery author Charlemagne
"Charlee" Russo thinks the twisty plots and peculiar murders in her books are
only the product of her imagination—until her agent is found dead exactly as
described in Charlee's new, unpublished manuscript. Suspicion now swirls around
her and her critique group, making her confidence drop as severely and
unexpectedly as her royalty payments. The police care more about Charlee's
feeble alibi and financial problems than they do her panicky claims of
innocence. To clear her name and revive her career, she must figure out which
of her friends is a murderer. Easier said than done, even for an author who's
skilled at creating tidy endings for her mysteries. And as her sleuthing grows
dangerous, Charlee's imagination starts working overtime. Is she being
targeted, too? Praise: "The charming heroine and the supporting cast shine in
Clark's fun and funny solo mystery debut...which doesn't take anyone too
seriously in the best way possible."—Kirkus Reviews "Cozy fans should enjoy
this funny and affecting view into a mystery writer's life."—Publishers Weekly
"Charlee Russo is my new favorite amateur sleuth! Wickedly witty author Charlee
takes us along on her wild ride to prove her innocence in the murder of her
literary agent, a murder based on the plot of one of her own books! Giving
readers an inside look at the writer's life, Becky Clark pens a funny, clever
page turner of a mystery and I can't wait for the next one in this terrific new
series!"—Jenn McKinlay, bestselling author of the Library Lover's Mysteries
"Becky Clark wields a witty pen, writing about an author who is plunged into
her own mystery."—Marty Wingate, author of the Potting Shed and Birds of a
Feather series "Becky Clark is a hilarious new talent in mystery fiction. With
a mixture of humor and plot, Fiction Can Be Murder pulls back the curtain on
the creative writing process and exposes the homicidal thoughts that take place
while writing a book."—Diane Vallere, national bestselling author of the
Costume Shop mysteries "In Fiction Can Be Murder, Becky Clark gives us a fun
and funny peek into the writers' life. Although in the case of her protagonist,
the smart, likeable, and feisty Charlee Russo, that life includes the real
murder of her agent. This clever mystery, first in a new series, is perfect for
book lovers."—Vicki Delany, national bestselling author of the Sherlock Holmes
Bookshop mysteries "Fresh, fast, and furiously fun, Fiction Can Be Murder packs
one surprise after the next. Becky Clark writes with wry wit, a keen eye, and
no shortage of authority on this particular subject. Charlee Russo is like a
lot of authors I know—except most of them only dream of killing their
agents."—Brad Parks, Shamus-, Nero-, and Lefty-award-winning author of Closer
Than You Know "This killer plot will take you on the literary ride of your
life. In this new series, Clark has crafted an intriguing mystery that opens
the door into the crazy world of literary agents, publishers, royalties,
critique groups, and murder."—Cheryl Hollon, author of the Webb's Glass Shop
Mysteries "A promising series debut."—Booklist
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